The Cévennes team are busy preparing for the 20th anniversary celebrations of their organisation. We are all
looking forward to seeing you there.
The Royal Sport Nautique of Brussels
is planning a large event around RL
Stevenson for May 2015. We will
hopefully be able to organise a board
meeting to coincide with the festivities with the following board meeting
being held in Bristol or Edinburgh to
make the network’s key places.
We hope this year that our application for European Cultural Route
status will be successful. Acknowledging the dynamism of the network’s
members and the quality of their
projects, the Council of Europe has
asked us to improve our network life.
You will remember that last year we
submitted the application before we
had created the association. We are
confident that 2015 will see us accredited. Let us continue to make
progress.
Michel Legros

In the heart of the Highlands

The board met on 20th March in Fontainebleau Town Hall. Amongst the business discussed, the issues of the
activities planned by each member
as well as the publicity that is
needed to increase awareness of
the network.
The network internet site has been
created.
(www.rlstevenson -europe.org)
Work is ongoing to populate the
site and keep it up to date.

Brochure and Publicity
Big news this year. The first network brochure 'In the footsteps of Robert Louis
Stevenson' is now available.
The brochure presents each territory in the network and is available in French
and in English language editions. 5000 copies have been printed which are available through the members of the network as well as on line here!
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It’s now more
than 6 months that our network exists in the legal sense. A 2nd meeting
of the board of directors took place
on 20 March in Fontainebleau. The
committee sub groups regularly met
via Skype and by the time you read
this newsletter we should be well on
the way to populating the network's
web site as well as our first brochure
which is now available.

News from the Board of Directors

July 2014 -

The
President's
corner

Diary dates
26 July to 2 August: Guided Walk on Mull – Discover the Scottish Highlands.
Organised by Stevenson Adventures.
End September: Submission of the Annexe to our dossier applying for certification as a European Cultural Route by the Council of Europe.
Friday 7 to Tuesday 11 November: 5th annual meeting of the European network at Florac (Cévennes, France) in conjunction with celebrating 20 years of
the association Sur le chemin de R.L. Stevenson. Programme: Annual General
Meeting of the network and presentation to the public about each of the territories and their activities; Conference on the benefits of working within a network;
Hiking convention and exhibition with participation from the long distance hiking routes; Walk for Peace along the Stevenson Way from Florac to Saint-Jeandu-Gard including talks on the Great War and participation at the commemorations. Follow the link for more information!
Between 3 November and 4 December : Stevenson Month, various activities are
planned by the network members. Check the Facebook page for more information.
Follow the Network news
on our Facebook page !
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The association Sur le
Chemin de RL Stevenson
(Cévennes) is holding a
press conference on 12
June in Paris to publicise
the celebration of its 20th
anniversary, in particular
the network’s 5th AGM
which will take place in Florac (Cévennes) in November.
In April 2014 the leisure centres of the communes of the
Two Valleys organised workshops to create Mangas and
participate in activities on the theme of Dr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde.
The association Sur le Chemin de Robert Louis Stevenson
is organising a little game to maximise the impact of the
Facebook page “Robert Louis Stevenson and his Travels”.
We would like to receive photos (free of copyright) related
to Stevenson, in particular the landscapes visited by Stevenson, anything that you consider relevant. The game
will take place through the association’s Facebook site.
The photos which receive the most “likes” will be used on
the “RLS and his travels” page.
For more information click here.

From 25 April until November the association Sur le
Chemin de RL Stevenson (Cévennes) is undertaking 3weekly publication on the Stevenson theme. You can follow the story of his life, his adventures, writings and encounters on the Facebook page « Robert Louis Stevenson’s Travels ».Share its content on your Facebook page.
On 19 April the Fontainebleau Forest played host to a
treasure hunt at the the Gorge Franchard. Organised by
the association Stevenson de Barbizon à Grez. Nearly 30
teams took part to spend a pleasant afternoon in the forest hunting down the treasure of gold coins! Rumours
that our president was
caught on surveillance
camera making off with
the rest of the treasure
were
entirely
unfounded ! The heavy
trunk was later found to
contain copies of RL Stevenson's works.
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The Long John Silver Trust (Bristol) has created an App
“Bristol Treasure Island Trail”
available for iPhone/iPad
based on Stevenson's Treasure Island. A treasure hunt
and other festivities were
organised as part of Bristol
Green Week.
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The Network in Action

Beyond the network …
This year in our endeavour to promote the network we have
built up contacts with a range of organisations and events
linked to Stevenson. We have made contact with the Robert
Louis Stevenson Museum at St Helena, California, which
regularly forwards information about Stevenson - related
events and news including the activities of the network and
its members.

Following Robert Louis Stevenson's canoe voyage
« Stevenson by kayak », a project by Donatien Garnier
and Florent de la Tullaye, began in 2009 with the aim of
following Stevenson’s canoe journey on the Northern
Canals. They will sail on kayaks built especially for the
occasion. Departure is planned for September. You may
have the chance to see them near you! The Royal Sport
Nautique of Brussels will be arranging a special welcome
for them when they reach the club’s sailing base. Follow
the journey on their Facebook page.

Dropping in to Santiago de Compostella : the Cultural Routes’ summer school
“This year’s summer school of the Council of Europe’s Cultural Routes took place from 12 to 16 June in Santiago de Compostella.
An opportunity to present our project and to learn that we are very close to our goal.
An opportunity too to see other projects, often inspired by religious origins.
An opportunity to meet organizers of existing routes in other regions, such as the Route of St Olav
Ways and the Route of the Roman Emperors along the Danube.
We are in fact original in that we are mainly lay people, focused on both trails and specific places, basing our route on
the works of a writer who was open to the world. The summer school was fascinating because, as well as meeting others, it was an opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the criteria by which the Council of Europe wishes cultural
routes to operate.”
Michel Legros, participant in the summer school

Contact : reseau.europeen.stevenson@gmail.com - 00 33+ (0)4 66 45 86 31
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